2009 gmc sierra

I saw a lot of negative reviews on here and wanted to set the record straight. We've had the 09
Sierra since new, and it now has ,miles on it. These have been hard miles, mostly pulling
trailers, this is strictly a work truck, sometimes it pulls in excess of 10,lbs twice what it is rated
for. In its lifetime we have changed the front brake pads once still has original rotors we have
changed the tires a few times and the oil about every 10,miles. Everything else is original, rear
brakes, tranny fluid, air filter. Truck runs and drives like new! No rattles or squeaks, we've had
over 30 work trucks, never had one this tough and dependable. Very good on fuel as well. Get
the 5. Engine is very quiet with good power and shifts are very smooth. Quiet interior is a plus,
and the leather seats are comfortable. Plenty of power to pass without sacrificing economy. Use
the manual shift overrride function to control downhill speeds. I traded a Sierra with , miles for
an Sierra 4WD Z crew cab after a search of every make out there. I should have went straight to
the GMC dealer as I have not been disappointed. I have had two issues addressed by dealer,
rubbing noise on drivers door and rattle in drivers seat belt system. Both fixed on first visit.
This is not the least expensive truck out there, but the looks, fit, finish and quality makes it a
winner. I purchased this o9 after the deals made it to good not to get rid of 05 Right from
beginning i have had a vibration from rear of truck at 70 mph and up the dealership tried
swapping tires with brand new truck same tires same result GM has told the dealership what to
check as they had and am now being told that i have to live with it I would like to hear from
anyone that has had similar problem Truck only has miles on it something isn't right. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Sierra View Photos. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per
page:. Write a review See all Sierra s for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Sierra Sign Up.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I bought my truck from
Brandon who was very knowledgeable and professional. Best experience I've had with buying
and trading a vehicle. He was upfront with the price and fees and worked with me on my trade.
The Anchorage team was awesome, especially Jim! Jim listened to what I was looking for in a
Jeep, and gave me information on my financing options. This dealership is old school: sales
folks all in suits, leather chairs in waiting room, dated decor, etc But this is all good news! I've
bought over 20 vehicles in my life, and I have yet to experience a salesman who went to bat for
me like he did. Bottom line: I would recommend this dealer, and do yourself a favor and work
with Donny! Not great about responding to direct emails and questions. But honest and didn't
waste my time driving there to test drive and says price is steady. Amy responded quickly to my
inquiry regarding a vehicle at the dealership. We are communicating and trying to set an
appointment for a test drive. Jesse Kimes was great to us in helping us purchase our new to us
Buick Encore!! The only reason I gave 4 stars instead of 5 was we were there quite a while
getting everything done none of this Jesse's fault but in Porters defense they were really busy
that day I would go back there again and will refer them to friends if asked Every interaction
with every representative -- including multiple conversations with the owner -- was everything a
buyer could hope for. Customer service at Steely Lease Sales is top-notch, and this business is
likely to be the first place I look the next time I am in the market for a vehicle. It speaks volumes
to me when even the mechanic speaks highly of his employer and has purchased 4 vehicles
from them. They were polite and professional, the vehicle i was looking for was in great shape,
no rust, minor accident report, great service records for the miles it had. Very helpful. Sent all
the pictures I asked for, and just an all around good guy to talk with. I highly recommend Miller
Motors. We drove the car and pointed out the abs and break sevice light were on. He fixed this
at no extra charge and we had the car. Very dependable and great on gas. We drove in from
Kansas city and it was worth the drive. Miller has been very helpful. I haven't bought a car from
him yet because I am waiting to see whether they fix my car or total it. But he comes across as
an honest dealer and very upfront. Lee was very helpful and made my experience a pleasure.
Although we did not make a deal at this time, I will definitely be open to contacting him in the
future. Zach the owner was awesome. He was honest and quick with all the paperwork and
getting us on the road. Lot was immaculate as well as the office. The car we bought was
spotless and super clean. Great experience if ever in the market for a car again I will definitely
go there first. Zack was really accommodating. We were coming from over an hour away and he
made it possible for us to only drive down to CT once. I do wish he had warned us not to go to
the RMV until we had the title delivered, but overall, it was a great experience! Thank you Zack.
Salesman was really cool, but the price was a little high. Maybe they'll call me back if they lower
the price to something a little more fair. Dealership was good but getting my vehicle delivered to
me was very challenging Truck was not delivered on the date promised Wow what a good place
to go staff was professional and friendly great prices to check them out. Dealer contacted right
away. Could not come down on price, but appreciate his immediate contact. Great experience!
Wonderful communication! I found this vehicle on CarGurus. I was over 4 hours away and John

Ellis sent the pics that I requested within a half hour of my request and provided exactly what I
asked for despite the cold snowy weather. Super quick sale and paperwork experience! Steve
responded quickly and emailed me his price which was the same listed and never heard from
him again. This has been a good experience. It was my first time car shopping and John Kieny
was helpful and straight forward about their selection and other details. Be sure to address this
with your salesman ahaed of time. This was frustrating but worked out in the end. Besides that I
have been very satisfied with my experience. A new interior look, more features, a Hybrid, and a
more powerful engine combine to make the GMC Sierra a solid choice in a full-size pickup. Poor
gas mileage, meager interior storage, a wider-than-normal turning radius, and some steering
issues with the Sierra may cause some prospective buyers to take another look at the
competition. Wheelbases range from to The Sierra Denali trim is essentially a re-badged SLT
with unique exterior and cabin accents, while the Sierra Hybrid, though classed as a separate
model by GM, is included by all reviewers as a Sierra trim. The Sierra is a heavy hauler, at least
when packing one of its Vortec V8s. The properly equipped Sierra has a maximum payload
capacity of over 1, pounds and a towing capacity of up to 10, pounds. Five engines and two
transmissions are offered for the GMC Sierra lineup, including one V6 and five V8s, the standard
four-speed automatic, and an available six-speed automatic transmission. This 4. Though it
does well for light hauling, reviewers find the V6 significantly underpowered for any real work.
With the standard six-speed transmission, the 5. EPA estimates for the 6. A hybrid-modified 6.
The new Sierra Hybrid uses GM's two-mode system where the Hybrid can be driven either in
all-electric mode, all-gas mode, or a combination of both. Standard across the Sierra lineup is a
short-and-long-arm, coil-over-shock front independent suspension with a front stabilizer bar,
and a solid live-axle rear suspension. Sierra s delivered for off-road use include a heavy-duty,
automatically locking rear differential, skid plates, and a 4. Most reviewers praise the braking
characteristics of the Sierra trims. Reviewers find some ride and stability issues exacerbated by
the available inch tires, recommending owners stick with the inch wheels for an optimal road
ride. The GMC Sierra boasts an upgraded interior that has impressed all professional reviewers
and nearly all owners. Several reviewers call the Sierra 's cabin the best on the market. Comfort
and convenience features abound through the entire Sierra lineup, including the semi-Spartan
Work Truck trims which sport an MP3-capable CD player and XM satellite radio in all cab
configurations, and power doors, windows and mirrors, air-conditioning, and extra speakers on
the Extended and Crew Cabs. The Sierra SL Crew is delivered with such standard features as
the Solid Smooth suspension, heated power outside mirrors, remote keyless entry, StabiliTrak
stability control system, and a Driver Information Center. Reviewers note the comfort and
quietness of the Standard Cab and the roominess and convenience features of the Extended
and Crew Cab trims, and feel the Sierra for should hold its own, feature-wise, in the hugely
competitive full-size pickup market. Most owners and more than a few professional reviewers
find the Sierra long on safety and reliability, and the National Highway Traffic and Safety
Administration gives the Sierra a five-star front and side impact crash test rating, and a four-star
rollover rating. Standard safety features for the Sierra include four-wheel ABS, front dual-stage
airbags, a tire pressure monitoring system, OnStar hands-free emergency assistance, and
daytime running lights. The StabiliTrak system with Proactive Roll Avoidance and traction
control is standard with all V8-powered Sierra trims, and optional safety features include side
head curtain airbags and a rear backup camera system. Owners found little to complain about
with the GMC Sierra The lack of a standard sliding rear window was one thing, and the fact that
the Sierra 's seats are lint magnets was another. A few owners were disappointed with the
acceleration performance of the 4. Of course, many owners are aware of the sub-par mileage
associated with the larger V8s, but admit that this is part of the price they pay for a full-size
heavy hauler. A couple of owners have expressed some concern that GM may not have properly
addressed a standing problem with piston slap and disconcerting engine noises on cold
starting. Despite these few complaints, owners find the GMC Sierra to have good looks, plenty
of power and at least decent gas mileage. As well, owners were impressed with the upgraded
cabin and the solid, smooth, and safe ride they get with the Sierra We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Cab 4WD. Authorized GMC Dealer. The Good. Read

more. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Recent
Arrival! Odometer is miles below market average! Blaine, MN, 1- In the 35 years since we
opened our doors, we have developed a top-notch reputation for servicing and supplying
automobile dealers across the region. Purchase with confidence since all of Ds' quality vehicles
are thoroughly inspected. We stock and locate custom high-quality cars in all price ranges for
our customers and friends. SLT trim. Namely, that includes helping you find the model that best
suits your lifestyle and your budget through conversations with our sales consultants and Ford
lease and financing experts. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data for
trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us
prior to purchase. It is equipped with a 6 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Fire Red
with a Ebony Leather interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Want to save
some time? Call us at or text us at to confirm availability and let us know what time you'll be
here so we can have it ready for you. We are excited to offer this GMC Sierra How to protect
your purchase? Look no further, you have found exactly what you've been looking for. You
could keep looking, but why? You've found the perfect vehicle right here. More information
about the GMC Sierra To cater to the wide range of customers and their uses for full-size
pickups, GMC is wisely offering two completely different interiors for the new Sierra, resulting in
products that are both functional and luxurious. Prices are very competitive with other full-size
trucks, and the new 6. With the highest tow rating among light-duty pickups up to 10, pounds ,
and now with a new gas-electric drivetrain, the Sierra is very competitive among full-size
pickups. Interesting features of this model are tow rating, interior appointments, Refinement,
available luxury features. Please call us for more information. This SLT package includes all of
the standard power equipment. The truck comes with a mile warranty, but ask about the 5 year
policy that is available. Call the office for details. There are many warranty companies we work
with. Choose the best one for your vehicle. We believe the used car buyer is just as important
as the new car buyer, and we are determined to give each customer the finest quality vehicle at
the best possible price. Comments DMV fees such as taxes, title, tags, registration and
processing fee are not included in the sale price. Depending on the age of the vehicle, normal
wear and tear should be anticipated. Disclaimer Price excludes processing fee and freight or
destination charge. The flag is up and the coffee is on at Dondelinger Auto Family! For more
information please visit us at Vortec 5. It is Faith's Toyota Ford intent to let you know that this
vehicle is being sold in "AS IS" or wholesale to the public WTTP condition and that the
dealership is not responsible for any mechanical problems or other malfunctions to the vehicle
after delivery. Please be sure that you are prepared to purchase this vehicle under these
conditions. We offer these cars at huge discounts well below other car dealers in Keene,
Greenfield and White River Junction. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission
Automatic 9, Cylinders 8 cylinders 8, 6 cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal.
Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Best Truck
in the world. I saw a lot of negative reviews on here and wanted to set the record straight. We've
had the 09 Sierra since new, and it now has ,miles on it. These have been hard miles, mostly
pulling trailers, this is strictly a work truck, sometimes it pulls in excess of 10,lbs twice what it is
rated for. In its lifetime we have changed the front brake pads once still has original rotors we
have changed the tires a few times and the oil about every 10,miles. Everything else is original,
rear brakes, tranny fluid, air filter. Truck runs and drives like new! No rattles or squeaks, we've
had over 30 work trucks, never had one this tough and dependable. Very good on fuel as well.
Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
jeep cherokee wiring diagrams
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

